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Topic: Addition Word Problems: Worksheet 1 

1. Frankie and Richie had 25 books each. What is 
the total number of books they have together? 

 

2. A shopping mall has 14 cars parked outside of 
it. If 9 more cars parked in the same place, what is 
the total number of cars that are parked outside 
the shopping mall? 

 

3. Andy had 5 candies. His mother gave him 15 more. How many candies does Andy have in all? 

4. Rickey went to the market to buy some vegetables. He paid $22 at one store and $81 at another. 
What is the total amount of money he spent? 

 

5. Jack spent $35 on food and $50 on a pen. What is the total amount of money spent by him? 

 

6. Dean has two dogs. He bought one for $145 and another for $125. What is the total amount of 
money he spent on buying both the dogs? 

 

7. Rosy had 11 ice-creams with her. If a shopkeeper gave her 9 more ice-creams, what is the total 
number of ice-creams she has now?  

 

8. Jones ordered 2 suits and his wife ordered 7 suits. What is the total number of suits that were 
ordered? 

 

9. On Wednesday, Harry reads 29 pages of his book and on Sunday he reads 12 more. What is the 
total number of pages he read? 

 

10. Robby prepares 52 cookies and after some time he prepares 3 more. What is the total number of 
cookies prepared by him?   
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Topic: Addition Word Problems: Worksheet 2 

Solve the following: 

 

1.      Sherry and Jennie had 56 books each. What is the total number of books 
they have together? 

 
2.      A shopping mall has 54 cars parked outside of it. If 16 more cars parked 

in the same place, what is the total number of cars that are parked 
outside the shopping mall? 

 
3.      Nadal had 9 candies. His mother gave him 12 more. How many candies 

does Nadal have in all? 
 
4.     Joseph went to the market to buy some vegetables. He paid $98 at one 

store and $25 at another. What is the total amount of money he spent? 
 
5.     Don spent $85 on food and $26 on a pen. What is the total amount of 

money spent by him? 
 
6.      Shanky has two dogs. He bought one for $158 and another for $26. What 

is the total amount of money he spent on buying both the dogs? 
 
7.      Mariah had 14 ice-creams with her. If a shopkeeper gave her 9 more ice-

creams. What is the total number of ice-creams she has now?  
 
8.     Jinky ordered 3 suits and his wife ordered 1 suit. What is the total number 

of suits that were ordered? 
 
9.     On Tuesday, Stephen reads 25 pages of his book and on Saturday he 

reads 36 more. What is the total number of pages he read? 
 
10.   Tim prepares 10 cookies after some time he prepared 25 more. What is 

the total number of cookies prepared by him? 
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Topic: Addition Word Problems: Worksheet 3 

Solve the following: 

 

1.     Jammy and Rodicks had 25 books each. What is the total number of 
books they have together? 

 
2.      A shopping mall has 35 cars parked outside of it. If 10 more cars parked 

in the same place, what is the total number of cars that are parked 
outside the shopping mall? 

 
3.     Martin had 12 candies. His mother gave him 12 more. How many candies 

does Martin have in all? 
 
4.     Joe went to the market to buy some vegetables. He paid $85 at one store 

and $55 at another. What is the total amount of money he spent? 
 
5.    Donie spent $55 on food and $66 on a pen. What is the total amount of 

money spent by him? 
 
6.     Rover has two dogs. He bought one for $128 and another for $86. What is 

the total amount of money he spent on buying both the dogs? 
 
7.      Hazel had 4 ice-creams with her. If a shopkeeper gave her 13 more ice-

creams. What is the total number of ice-creams she has now?  
 
8.    Prince ordered 5 suits and his wife ordered 9 suits. What is the total 

number of suits that were ordered? 
 
9.     On Saturday, Steven reads 42 pages of his book and on Tuesday he reads 

56 more. What is the total number of pages he read? 
 
10.   Timmy prepares 38 cookies after some time he prepared 36 more. What 

is the total number of cookies prepared by him? 
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Topic: Addition Word Problems: Worksheet 4 

Solve the following: 

1.      Sam and Pat had 2 books each. What is the total number of books 

they have together? 

2.      A shopping mall has 5 cars parked outside of it. If 5 more cars parked 

in the same place, what is the total number of cars that are parked 

outside the shopping mall? 

3.   Jim had 4 candies. His mother gave him 10 more. How many candies 

does Jim have in all? 

4.    Rocky went to the market to buy some vegetables. He paid $25 at one 

store and $50 at another. What is the total amount of money he 

spent? 

5.   Rick spent $50 on food and $25 on a pen. What is the total amount of 

money spent by him? 

6.   Jimmy has two dogs. He bought one for $170 and another for $80. 

What is the total amount of money he spent on buying both the dogs? 

7.   Agatha had 5 ice-creams with her. If a shopkeeper gave her 1 more 

ice-creams. What is the total number of ice-creams she has now?  

8.   Rambo ordered 2 suits and his wife ordered 3 suits. What is the total 

number of suits that were ordered? 

9.   On Monday, Rock reads 20 pages of his book and on Thursday he     

read 50 more. What is the total number of pages he read? 

10.  Sandy prepares 20 cookies after some time he prepared 30 more. 

What is the total number of cookies prepared by him? 
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Topic: Addition Word Problems: Worksheet 5 

Solve the following: 

 

1.    Jim and Tony had 5 books each. What is the total number of books they 
have together? 

 
2.     A shopping mall has 30 cars parked outside of it. If 7 more cars parked in 

the same place, what is the total number of cars that are parked outside 
the shopping mall? 

 
3.      Tom had 9 candies. His mother gave him 9 more. How many candies does 

Tom have in all? 
 
4.    Peter went to the market to buy some vegetables. He paid $40 at one store 

and $36 at another. What is the total amount of money he spent? 
 
5.    James spent $70 on food and $10 on a pen. What is the total amount of 

money spent by him? 
 
6.     Jimmy has two dogs. He bought one for $110 and another for $70. What is 

the total amount of money he spent on buying both the dogs? 
 
7.    Nancy had 10 ice-creams with her. If a shopkeeper gave her 8 more ice-

creams. What is the total number of ice-creams she has now?  
 
8.   Mickey ordered 8 suits and his wife ordered 5 suits. What is the total 

number of suits that were ordered? 
 
9.    On Tuesday, Steve reads 9 pages of his book and on Friday he reads 20 

more. What is the total number of pages he read? 
 
10.   Frank prepares 25 cookies after some time he prepared 13 more. What is 

the total number of cookies prepared by him? 
 
 

 


